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THEIR THOUGHT AND
BACK AGAIN
an opera for two singers, six dancers,
string quartet, and piano

Music and Lyrics by Michael Roth

text derived from cut-ups assembled by  Michael Roth and John Malashock

Two women, singing in a language of their own invention,
arrive in an interesting town.

They seek their places in the community, make new
acquaintances, tell stories, reminisce, dream, and
dispense advice.

Finally, after a time, they settle down there themselves.

1.  In Fourteen Hundred Ninety You (Took Him to the River)
2.  Seeking a Woman to Bird Dream Car
3.  Interlude
4.  Arthur Awoke to the Present Day
5.  Interlude
6.  Their Thought and Back Again
7.  Interlude
8.  Do the Dance of Television
9.  Zero

Every particle of this universe contains the whole of the universe -
well, you yourself have the whole of the universe,
I cut you up in a certain way, I cut up the universe...
if you have a prerecorded universe, the only thing that is not prerecorded
are the pre-recordings themselves,
so
with my cut-ups I was attempting to tamper with the basic pre-recordings,
and
I think I have succeeded,
to a certain extent.

                                         William Burroughs
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an enclosed space defined by a blue wall and ropes that extend downstage, from the
wall to two high poles.  beneath the ropes, in two rows, facing the stage, are six dancers,
seated in two groups of three, on identical chairs, also blue, like the wall.  there are two
extra chairs, unoccupied, one on each side.upstage right, two women, a soprano and
alto, stand, facing downstage.  it seems they have just arrived.  they look around the
space and at the dancers, the dancers pay no particular attention to the singers.

soprano: in fourteen hundred ninety you
in fourteen hundred ninety you
somebody sailed the ocean too
in fourteen hundred ninety you
somebody sailed the ocean too

the two women cross to the upstage left corner

both (as a canon): in fourteen hundred ninety you
in fourteen hundred ninety you
somebody sailed the ocean too
in fourteen hundred ninety you
somebody sailed the ocean too

soprano: took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river

by now the women are in the center of the space, and the dancers are crossing behind
them.

both: took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river

took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river

short dance interlude

both (as a canon): somebody borrowed fare in Spain
somebody borrowed fare in Spain
a business on the bounding Maine
somebody borrowed fare in Spain
a business on the bounding Maine
somebody

somebody borrowed fare in Spain
somebody borrowed fare in Spain
a business on the bounding Maine
somebody borrowed fare in Spain
a business on the bounding 
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took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river

   
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river
took him to the river

short dance interlude

like breath of silk cut twenty years
like breath of silk cut twenty years
somebody murmur dear oh dear
somebody murmur dear oh dear
like breath of silk cut twenty
somebody
somebody murmur dear oh dear
somebody murmur dear oh dear
like breath of silk cut twenty years
somebody murmur dear oh dear

starch the shirt kept rustling
well enough was left a
dog bark whole horizon
interrupt a nation
slumber in a hollow
on the ground

soprano: took him to the river
took him to the river

alto: took him to the river
took him to the river

short dance interlude/transition

the dancers arrange themselves around the space, the women observe them for awhile

alto: seeking a woman to bird dream car
seeking a woman to bird dream car
hold respect and body new
light aqua matching owner too
seeking a woman to bird dream car

soprano: sweet German shepherd one eighty pounds
pure bred artistic blue eighty pounds
private own sincere faithful
new age companion and classical
sweet German shepherd one eighty pounds

both: where are
where are
are
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soprano: bird cockatiel not am six feet four
sixty nine sailing golf great outdoors

alto: cage and salmon crested home
looking for tention and telephone
bird cockatiel not am six feet four

both: Where are
Where are

Hillcrest nineteen thirty black hair
moustache huge studio
Hillcrest five non smoker
hugs and bedroom radio

both (as a canon): four hundred forty is my name
mini not give it a try
four hundred forty is my name
mini not give it a try
mini not give it a try

the women start assembling the chairs in a semi-circle, as if surrounding a dinner table –
this circle of chairs is located downstage left

alto: one college educate white dark hair
seeks fireplaces resort like bear

soprano: one bath if you’re romancing life
male fridgerator included knife

both: one college educate white dark hair

where where where where where where

both (as a canon): seeking a woman to bird dream car
seeking a woman to bird dream car

the women are seated at the head of the “table”.  the dancers are in a line extreme
upstage, facing upstage.  during a short interlude, they move to the chairs on either side
of the women, as if to join them around the “table.”

both (as a canon
          throughout): Arthur Ekvall awoke to the present day

feeling of emotional
(manufacture)
he rolled over the Alamo
his roommate lest we forget
or in spokesman
intensity seeking the past
while the twenty nine year old figure
in critical condition
creates hours of surgery
assimilated to gen the arrow
rather than to specific teeth
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but surgeons age and die
but surgeons age and die
but surgeons age and die

a more settled vice grip
a more during character
sophisticated
medical book
share with me arrow
shot through an inclination to Monday
noting that partisan character
if during if under

he was stand our world today
he was about how well
he was endlessly cited
(cited cited cited cited)
to determine Santayana’s statement:

remember the past
his skull that
me member the past
do not learn

past do not learn

alto: woke to the present

soprano: me

both (as before): tissue condition that history has to be
used to learn any
he did the arrow shot by the brain
can make mistakes

soprano: despite being lawyers

alto: it have contempt for the bony socket

both: it eyeball with anyone today
it whisper couple of brow
it was endlessly cited

the arrow cited
of liberty
the inside cited
the journalism

alto: but did it sever any sequential paralysis
no the doctor’s report on Arthur
to the parking lot from the hearing
that the news to the covered from coverage
when the bolt if the arrow

both: shot thru an inclination to Monday
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pierced his well known-ness
it missed his notorious
sophisticated

alto: although we hear what those who cannot
to repeat

soprano: to repeat condemn

both: very much the importance

alto: importance of the injuries suffered and
awake to the present day

the dancers pick up the chairs and move them back to their original positions on the
outskirts of the space.  there is a violin solo, fast tempo, during which one of the dancers
does an extended solo, observed by the soprano, as the other dancers circumvent the
space.

the dancers assemble near the chairs stage left,  the alto is seated in one of the chairs, the
dance soloist and soprano look at each other for a beat.

pause

violin solo over a steady quarter note ostinato - the dancers dance across the space. the
soprano observes, and finally comments.

soprano: was there any choice
as the given voice
not a great display
cloth and leather paid

cobblers left their son
to the body young
all anticipation
she would have to run

for the spinning o'er thy head
occupied and painted red
wisdom was the ball and then
was their thought and back again
was their thought and back again

the dancers, facing upstage, are in a closed circle; their voices are heard as they sing
quietly.

dancers: le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor

all: le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor

alto (with above): ernani scordera

soprano: clinging had her dream
penetrate receive
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climb inside her eyes
tip the broidered size

cymbals fiddles father’s lap
ball the young men still attract
wisdom was alone and then
was their thought and back again
was their thought and back again

dancers: le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor
le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor

alto: ernani scordera

soprano: suddenly bolt upright faces flushed
i could read my thoughts
difficult for her in flame
moved her hands from young girl lower
trying side my head
what is daily super-fine
once it was a fine
fine

dancers: le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor
le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor

soprano
      (with above): then a woolen tantalizing spell

one meal he wore an inch and then the next a cape
letting it nestle down and leaves
she gave a gasp
washed down with

dry wine full round
balance hand and sound
order hand and knees
catch my weekday please

both: catch my weekday

soprano: please

for the spinning o'er thy head
occupied and painted red
wisdom was the ball and then
was their thought and back again

both: was their thought and back again
was their thought and

soprano: back again
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all dancers and singers move to chairs and sit, facing the center.  soprano downstage left,
alto upstage right.

all: le dolcezze del l’amor
del l’amor

instrumental/dance interlude.  as the dancers dance, the two singers exchange places,
such that the alto is now downstage right, seated.  four dancers also sit, leaving two to
dance, though all of the dancers will be dancing soon.

alto: do the dance of television
this unit uses high sound sources
experience the intuition and trial

pause

the alto stands and moves towards the center, sings.

alto: adjust the volume play and using
designing structure such as human
preset the time craft wing and

visualize a highway
coming down the bridge he guesses
meet the ball up going thrown along the checks
against the

highway
ball the car like coming at the wrong direction
when rely on human with remains
there is a

highway
that could be refined to meet the optional shape

do not get so wrapped up in the
mothers babies soon as possible
you may be the first self checking technique

in addition to the bird sand bottom mixture feeding of
pigeon grit crushed near a tuner
the timer frequent signals

engineers have always
had to see the error to come up
with an initial right the
side the road the bridge incoming

always
engine valve or land
if you throw the design with the incoming ball
so it comes up with an initial shape
for it crosses
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both: if center line

if the guess is correct

alto: if the design fails our feelings
that you forget until it does

by this time all of the dancers are dancing, and the alto  continues.

alto: question things you are and actually
no one has yet thought of actually
three the major lags an infant of all

and probably be pushed in order to
able you become a various
cage the sea shell number gravel when the

phone rings
lift the and included in the beat and
really throw exchange the press the button talk the

phone rings
exercise the hear you see the
catch the second ball you need not worry simply longer wait the

Phone rings
teach them to communicate provided the

cradle press the hand set talk in the
cradle light will bird and after a
day of light the standard lamping the normal

bird activity that isn’t displayed to
shut off automatically
do not tempt to take this

unit time is rigid
babies are an intricate device
that early later than the chart
the surface information should be

rigid button should be lit

both: if it beats an aware
simultaneous throw

alto: with the second especially at this
use it all to

both: catch and examine not throw and exchange
throw and exchange

infant
members
cisely being thrown to
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you must
when the
ball is over play to leave the

otherwise the darkened room
because of all the button placing
day pursue the simply lack the
turn off by itself

all dance

the dancers are on the floor, the soprano sits

alto: press the sleep button
while the repair your
just up and down can
use to retrieve try
never dissemble
please

do not regard this thinking it
may expose to unpredictable
laser rays consist exactly of three

so

throw exchange and catch dynamically

soprano (rising) : press the sleep button
the first catch is almost

alto: the dance of television

the dancers slowly make their way back to their seats, leaving the two seats furthest down
left unoccupied.  the soprano joins the alto, they sing.

both: zero
zebra
zeugma
zymosis
zymotic

zero
zealous
zee

the women circumvent the space, the dancers watch them;  they approach the two open
chairs and stand near them

music stops

women sit

blackout  


